1.1. Let E denote a real or complex topological vector space, E f its conjugate space, I a set of indices (occasionally I = N), (Xi)iei a family of elements in E, V the vector space of families X = (λ^iej of real or complex numbers, where λ* = 0 except for a finite number of indices, F a semi-norm on V. It is recalled that the family {x % ) ieI is total if the subspace generated by the x { is everywhere dense in E, and it is closed (or • complete) if φ = 0 is the only φ e E' satisfying φ{xι) = 0 for every i e I. If E is a locally convex space, these definitions are equivalent; then, the existence of a closed sequence is for E a necessary and sufficient condition of separability. New types of completeness have been studied for I=N by Ph. Davis and Ky Fan [5] in a normed space, and by S. Ja Havinson [6] in a locally convex topological space. The following definitions seem to be more convenient than Havinson's point of view for the generalization to locally convex spaces of some results given by [5] . DEFINITION 1.2. According to precedent notations, we said that the family (Xi) 
Clearly a F-closed family is a closed family. Let (α ft ) be a given sequence of nonnegative numbers, let p ^ 1, 1/p + 1/q = 1. Writing F ian) (X) = Σne N \K\a n ;F p (X) = (Σne N \K\ q y lq if P > 1; F P (X) = sup neΛ r|λ n | if p = 1, for each λ -(λ ft )e V, we see that definitions of [5] This shows that φ(x) = 0 for all xeE. Hence 9 = 0.
"Only if part". Let us put on V the topology defined by the seminorm F, and consider the topological product E x V with its locally convex product topology. Let us denote by u t = (δ ik ) keI the family whose ΐ-th term is 1 and all other terms are 0; by & the element of E x V defined by ft = (x if Ui); and by ^ the subspace of Έ x V spanned by the ft. The condition (P) of theorem is implied by the following: because otherwise we should have:
and that is in contradiction with the two inequalities of (ΐ).
Then (x Q , 0) is the centre of an open "ball" which contains no element of JΓ and (x 0 , 0) e E x V -άK And then there exists a linear continuous functional Φ on E x V such that Φ(x Of 0) Φ 0 and vanishing on ^ and J^ (cf., e.g., [8, Th. 3.8 
. E]).
Now Φ is written in unique way: (cf., e.g., [4> Ch. IV])
where φ e E f , +e7', and we have:
Then 9? Φ 0, and that involves:
(Q)(39> 6 £7')(3f e F')((Vi G /)(^(^,) + f(^) = 0) and ψ Φ 0) .
The implication (P) => (Q) is proved, i.e., the implication (Q) => (P).
It only remains to prove that condition (C) implies (Q). For a given φe E\ if there exists feF' such that for all iel
we have, for all λ = (λ^) e V:
where || || is the usual norm on V. Hence φ = 0. REMARKS 2.2. It is easily seen that for any semi norm F on V a inclosed family is total because the first of inequalities (1) of Theorem 2.1 proves that the subspace generated by (x t ) is everywhere dense in E. Then taking F = 0 we have: In a locally convex space a closed family is total. The converse is easily proved and we find again the equivalence of these two properties. If E is a normed space, the Theorem 2.1 has as corollaries Theorems 1 and 2 of [5] ; moreover it extends them in the case of families in locally convex spaces. At last it results of the demonstration that the condition (Q) is also necessary and sufficient for the family (x t ) to be F-closed. We shall make use of this result at § 6. 
We do not give the proof which results from the fact that E being semi-reflexive, and φeE"
for each Le E f , and that, by Hahn-Banach, x = 0 is the only xe E for which L(x) = 0 for all L e E". EXAMPLES 3.2. We denote by £ίf(Ω) the space of holomorphic functions is the unit disc, with the topology of compact convergence. Let (z n ) neN be a sequence of complex numbers such that 0<\z n \ <1, 2 ίt = 0. We denote by (L n ) nBN the sequence of elements in i defined by L n (f) = f(z n ) for all n e N and all fe Sifiβ).
Let F be a semi norm on V: we have
The topology of ^~ being equivalent to the metric defined by the distance:
x -y)
we have, with p(x) = d(#, 0):
Then from (1) we have:
That proves the convergence of the numerical series ΣΓ p[L n (φ k )x k ]
and as ^ is complete, the convergence of the series giving y n . Now, let φ e ^' be such that, for all λ = (λ Λ ) e V:
ΣiK<P(Vn) £ F(\) .

The power series Σo° ψ(%k)z
h has a radius of convergence R ^ 1. Indeed there exists a constant C, and an index ί such that | φ(x) \ Ĉ pi(x) for all x e ^ί and from (1) 
As (L n ) is inclosed in \Sίf(Ω)\ that inequality implies / = 0, from which we gather φ(x k ) = 0 for all k and as (x n ) is closed in EXAMPLES 4.5. 4.5.1. If j^~ is a Banach space for which ^(α;) = j|cc|| for every i, the precedent condition (1) of 4-1 is written lim || x n \\ Un ^ 1, and we find again, as a corollary, the Theorem 3 of [5] . 4.5.2. Let (a n ) neN be a given sequence of numbers ^ 0, (z n ) neN a sequence of complex numbers such that, K being a constant ^ 0; all n^K \z n \; 0 <\z n \ <1; lim s, = 0. Let g = ΣΓ α*9>* e JT(J2) with α^ Φ 0 for all fc. Then, the sequence (y n ) of elements in 3(f(Ω) defined by y n (z) = g(zz n ) for all z e Ω is F (α?ι) -closed. 5* Existence of semi norms associated to a given family* For a given family (Xi) ie i of elements in E when does one know whether there exists a semi norm F such that (x { ) is .F-closed? DEFINITION 5.1. On the space V we defined the order relation (not total) ^ by: λ' ^ λ if every term Φ 0 in λ' is a term in λ with the same index. We shall denote F* any semi norm increasing on V. [2, Ch. VII, §3] , [7, p. 431-432] , [1, Th. 2] 3(?ψ) and also from 5.3 because 3ifφ) being reflexive, (L n ) is a strong Schauder basis for \3ff{β)\.
6. Neighboring F-closed families in Paley-Wiener sense* (On the Paley-Wiener theorem see, e.g., [3, Th. 1.1] ; [5, Th. 4] ; [1] ). We shall prove that F-completeness of a family ($<) is carried into another family (#<) closed to (xj in the sense of the following: THEOREM 6.1. Let E be a locally convex space. Let & = (Pj) 3 for all x e E . Then we have:
(φ -φjixi) + f(Vi) = 0 for all i e I. 
